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THE UNIVERS]TY OF

Dr Michael Spence
Vice Chancellor and Principal, The University of Sydney

14 December 2017

Mr Geofl Turnbull
Chief Commissioner, The Greater Sydney Commission

Dear Chief Commissioner,

I wish to personally congratulate you and the Greater Sydney Commission for the Draf
Greater Sydney Region Plan and District Plans.

As you are aware, The University of Sydney supports the Greater Sydney Commission's
40-year vision of a metropolis of three cities spanning from the established Sydney
Harbour City in the east, through Greater Parramatta (Central River City), to the emerging
city in the west Western Parkland City), anchored by the future Western Sydney Airport.
The University is particularly focussed on the vision that these three cities are to be
supported by a netvvork of innovation precincts and a 3o-minute efficient transport
network. We are also encouraged by the support for collaboration at the heart of this
vision, and we have been working closely with our partners in the amazing
Camperdown/Ultimo Health and Education precinct area to realise the potential
opportunity. We are delighted that the Draft Region Plan and Central District Plan
recognise this collaboration area as a super Precinct.

As highlighted within the draft Plans, universities are integral to supporting the growth and
vibrancy of our major centres. Tertiary education stimulates innovative industries that
foster quality, high value jobs. The University of Sydney alone has over 62,000 students,
employs more than 7,000 people, and has revenues of over $2 billion a year.
Collaboration with government, industry and other NSW Universities is vital for {uture-
proofing Sydney as it continues to boost innovation and manage its increasing density in
strategic ways. With its distinct presence in all three of the proposed major metropolitan
areas, the University is uniquely placed to support and deliver the Greater Sydney
Commission's long-term growth objectives, should eff icient transport connections be
provided.

I note that lor the lirst time, the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan has been prepared in
conjunction with Transport for NSW'S Transport Stalegy (the draft Future Transpott 2056
Strategyl. The University of Sydney applauds the Greater Sydney Commission for this
integrated approach, and our submission on the draft Future Transport 2056 Strategy is

included as a supporting document within this submission.
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We are committed to working with you to ensure the success of the plans. To this end,
we would welcome the opportunity to brief the Commission on our submission and the
future plans of the University. Please do not hesitate to contact Greg Robinson, Director
Campus lnfrastructure Services on     

for any queries or to arrange a future meeting.

Yours sincerely,

t

MichaelSpence

Attachments:
1. Submission to the Sydney Region Plan
2. Submission to the Central District Plan
3. Submission to the Eastern District Plan
4. Submission to the West District Plan
5. Submission to the Future Transport 2056 Strategy
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                                                                                                   Attachment 4 
University of Sydney Submission to the Greater Sydney Commission,  

Draft Western Sydney District Plan, December 2017 
 

 

 

 

 

Overview 
 
The University of Sydney is supportive of the NSW Government’s and the Greater Sydney 
Commission’s approach to creating a framework for developing Western Sydney.  
 
The University of Sydney has been a large landowner in Western Sydney since the 1930s and 
plans to continue to have a strong presence in the region in the future. Our Camden campus 
and Cobbitty Farm houses much of our significant Agricultural, Veterinary and Environmental 
Research and Teaching and the University intends to continue to build on its research 
strengths in these fields. 
 
Western Sydney is key to the University’s strategic objectives and aspirations for growth, with 
the University’s Western Sydney Strategy recently being endorsed by the University’s Senate 
and celebrated across the University community. The connectivity and collaboration between 
the main Camperdown campus and our future campus in Western Sydney is an important 
focus for the University, and we are keen to work with the Commission to achieve the aims of 
the District Plan, which will also impact on the realisation of the University’s strategy. 
 
The Draft Western District Plan  
 
The University is committed to stimulating research and education to facilitate further 
investment, business opportunities and jobs in NSW. The University supports the objectives of 
the draft Plan and shares a number of the objectives in our own strategic priorities. We believe 
we are well placed to support the Commission to achieve them. The key recommendations in 
this submission are focused on those areas where we believe the potential for collaboration 
with government is the strongest.  
 
Specifically, the University is eager to work with the Commission to develop a successful 
Aerotropolis, Agriport and Educational Centre in collaboration with researchers and industry to 
harness innovation and economic growth. We believe that collaborative partnerships, including 
between the University and government will multiply value resulting in the best possible growth 
and solutions for NSW. 
 
 

Western District Plan – Key Success Factors 
• The University is supportive of the draft Plan’s promotion of the appropriate 

rezoning and development of large University-owned consolidated land that reflects 
the University’s future growth commitment to Western Sydney, and supports the 
draft Plan’s objectives for future economic growth.  

• The University is supportive of the draft Plan’s recognition of the future growth 
potential for University cities in Western Sydney, and the importance of placing 
University land in close proximity to future employment growth areas and proposed 
infrastructure corridors.  

• The University is aligned with the GSC in supporting the leveraging of industry 
opportunities around the Western Sydney Airport and Badgerys Creek Aerotropolis. 
We believe that such industry opportunities, particularly aligned with and built on our 
areas of research expertise, will achieve economic benefits for Western Sydney and 
broader NSW.  
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• The University is supportive of the draft Plan’s recognition of the University’s 
Agricultural campus in Camden, and the extent of the University’s existing presence 
in Western Sydney.  

  
 

To further strengthen the draft Western District Plan, the University would like to suggest the 
following for consideration:  

 

Western District Plan – Key Recommendations 
 

1. It is requested that the draft Plan strengthen the emphasis and encourage a process of 
appropriate broad rezoning of University lands which are identified as ‘health and 
education precincts’, ‘innovation centres’, and ‘economic catalysts’ in order to achieve 
their respective centre objectives. 

2. It is requested that the University of Sydney-owned land at Badgerys Creek be 
acknowledged and identified within the Western Sydney City Deal. Bringing collaboration 
across three tiers of government will drive the delivery of the Western Sydney Airport and 
Badgerys Creek Aerotropolis. 

3. The University believes there is a very strong case for two entries to the Western Sydney 
Airport and it is recommended that this be adopted to relieve pressure on infrastructure, 
enhance the airport as an economic growth driver, and make the airport better connected 
with planned Agriport initiatives and other accessibility to business.  

4. The economic zone at Badgerys Creek currently appears to be bypassed by the M12. It is 
recommended that the M12 is connected to the economic zone to enhance the area and 
the Airport surrounds. 

5. It is recommended that the connectivity between the Airport and the Western Sydney 
Employment Area (WSEA) be recognised as critical to build the Western Sydney 
economy. 

6. It is suggested that land release around the airport be accelerated. Faster release of 
business lands is needed around Badgerys Creek to support the off-airport activities. This 
will result in an acceleration of job creation around the Airport and Western Sydney. 

7. It is suggested that the draft Plan should make provision for enhancement of the areas 
south and west of the Airport. Currently, the economic growth of the region is at risk as 
the urban growth boundary appears to have remained unchanged. The extension of the 
Priority Growth Area to the edge of the M9 alignment is recommended.  

8. It is suggested that the draft Plan be adjusted to meet the evolution of industry, and that 
the economic zone be acknowledged as a place of flexible land use. Airport surrounds 
often have a wide use of technology and commercial buildings alongside industry, which 
is recommended for this area.  

 
We look forward to working with the GSC to progress the District Plan and realise the potential 
of this precinct to deliver internationally leading collaboration and innovation outcomes.  
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If you have any questions about the University of Sydney submission to the Commission’s 
District Plan, please do not hesitate to contact Greg Robinson, Director Campus Infrastructure 
Services on . 
 
 
 



 

Attachment #1 
University of Sydney Submission to Transport for New South Wales in response 

to the Draft Future Transport 2056 Strategy and the Draft Services and 
Infrastructure Plan  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Overview 
 
The University of Sydney is pleased to respond to the Draft Future Transport 2056 Strategy 
(the Draft Strategy), and the Draft Services and Infrastructure Plan. We are delighted that for 
the first time, Transport for NSW’s (TfNSW) Draft Transport Strategy has been prepared in 
conjunction with the Greater Sydney Commission’s (GSC’s) Draft Greater Sydney Regional 
Plan and Draft District Plans and applaud TfNSW for this integrated approach.  
 
We recognise the importance of the 40-year vision, directions and outcomes framework for 
customer mobility in NSW set out in the Draft Strategy which will guide crucial transport 
investment over the long term. The Draft Strategy will be delivered through a series of 
supporting plans, one of which -  the Draft Services Infrastructure Plan (the Draft Plan) -  is of 
significance to the University’s strategic objectives and aspirations for growth. For this reason, 
the University will respond to both the Draft Strategy and the Draft Plan in this submission. 
 
Draft Future Transport 2056 Strategy 
 
The University acknowledges and applauds the vision and principles embedded in the Draft 
Strategy. Importantly, the University’s own vision aligns with a number of objectives outlined in 
the Draft Strategy and we would greatly value the opportunity to support TfNSW in achieving 
them. There are two key responses to the Draft Strategy:   
 
1. The Draft Strategy recognises that successful transport systems must be high 

performing and that they can help drive economic activity.  
 
The University’s recent submission to TfNSW and UrbanGrowth NSW (North Eveleigh 
Precinct: Part of Sydney’s Cluster of Clusters) outlined our vision for a North Eveleigh 
Precinct in response to the ‘Redfern to Eveleigh Market Sounding’. The University is a key 
anchor institute in the GSC’s Camperdown-Ultimo Collaboration Area, within which the 
North Eveleigh Precinct sits. The North Eveleigh Precinct vision complements the 
Strategy’s aim to make successful places to support the growth of communities, places 
and the economy. 
 
We are keenly aware of the physical limitations of Redfern Station to support future growth 
in the area. We strongly believe there is a need to fully redevelop Redfern Station to: 
• increase capacity, which would address current constraints and attract more 

passengers thereby relieving the traffic congestion in Sydney’s inner suburbs, and  
• ensure the Station is compliant with the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) which 

makes it unlawful to discriminate against people with a disability and their associates 
most particularly in relation to access to public premises. 

We are aware however, that the physical constraints of Redfern Station will limit any 
redevelopment, and any improvement may simply alleviate current capacity issues – thus 
a significant augmentation to the area’s heavy rail network is necessary to enable the 
University and our Collaboration Area partners to connect to the rest of Sydney and 
beyond.   
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Based on independent studies undertaken by the University, a Sydney Metro West 
alignment with a station on University grounds adjacent to the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital 
(RPAH) would provide material community and economic benefits including an economic 
impact of up to $6.8 billion through transport and agglomeration benefits that would 
otherwise be constrained through the existing transport options.  
 
In addition to this, the location of Redfern Station to the centre of the University and the 
RPAH (14 and 26-minute walk respectively), makes the GSC’s ‘30-minute city’ vision 
largely unattainable. A Sydney Metro West station at the University and adjacent to the 
RPAH would substantially increase the number of sub 30-minute connections between 
Sydney’s known innovation clusters and allow the Camperdown/Ultimo precinct to support 
Sydney’s other innovation clusters and the GSC’s smart city vision. The University is thus 
advocating for a Sydney Metro West alignment which includes stations at the Westmead 
Health and Education Precinct and at the University’s Camperdown Campus within the 
Camperdown-Ultimo Health and Education Precinct. 

 
2. Opportunities for Western Sydney 

The University is well placed to support the GSC’s and TfNSW’s plans in providing land, 
development and employment opportunities for Western Sydney including sites at 
Badgerys Creek (adjoining the WSA) and at Westmead. The success of these precincts as 
catalysts for future growth also relies upon Government commitment to essential transport 
infrastructure.  

In relation to the Draft Strategy, we would value further discussions on the following:  
 
• The University is aligned with the objectives set out in the Draft Strategy and would be 

keen to participate in the development and implementation of the Draft Strategy. 
 
• The Draft Strategy focuses on the Mass Transit Corridor: CBD – Bays Precinct – Olympic 

Park – Greater Parramatta – WSA, and as the University is also focussed on these areas, 
we would value the opportunity to engage in future discussions on the need for investment 
decisions around the Corridor. 

 
• The University recognises that the physical constraints of Redfern Station means that any 

redevelopment of the Station may simply alleviate current capacity issues. We would value 
discussions on the need for a significant augmentation to the area‘s heavy rail network to 
enable the University and our Collaboration Area partners to connect to the rest of Sydney 
and beyond. We are keen for a Sydney Metro West alignment which includes stations at 
the Westmead Health and Education Precinct and at the University’s Camperdown 
Campus within the Camperdown-Ultimo Health and Education Precinct. 
 

 
The Draft Services and Infrastructure Plan 
 
The University commends the vision and principles embedded in the Draft Plan. We would 
value consideration of the following:  
 

1. The University is keen to work collaboratively with Government to provide input to 
possible solutions to issues identified, for example, through our current conversation 
with TfNSW on the Metro West Opportunity.   
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2. The University would be keen to be involved in any further plans concerning access to 
Camden and Westmead, as these are two areas that will require improvement as we 
continue to grow our presence in Western Sydney. 

 
3. The University is passionate about the opportunities presented at Badgerys Creek for 

jobs and growth, and would be keen to work with you to build stronger connectivity 
between the Airport and the Western Sydney Employment Area (WSEA). For 
example, the Draft Plan shows the M12 to be an airport-only road, whereas we 
suggest that M12 access to both the WSEA and Airport would have far greater 
economic benefits for the district.  

 
4. The University recommends that two access points to the Badgerys Creek Airport will 

be critical to its operational success. We suggest a northern access point for 
passengers and a southern one to facilitate freight, and to act as a release valve in 
emergencies. Attached to this submission is a report prepared by leading global 
advisors in commercial airport design, Market Square Consult. This report highlights 
the critical importance two access points play in the operational success of 
commercial airports.  

 
5. It is also suggested that a planned timeframe for the M9 corridor, earlier than 2056, 

should be considered by TfNSW to enable and support the Government’s planned 
commitment for essential services and transport access to the Western Sydney 
Airport, the planned Aerotropolis, and the planned western employment lands. 

 
We look forward to working with TfNSW to progress the responses to the Draft Strategy and 
Draft Plan outlined above. We firmly believe that transport connectivity will help us realise the 
potential of our precincts for the benefit of NSW.  
 
If you have any questions about the University of Sydney’s submission to the Commission’s 
District Plan, please do not hesitate to contact Greg Robinson, Director Campus Infrastructure 
Services on . 
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